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A synthesis of non-duality (advaita) and mysticism this book is a work in the yogic tradition, to serve
as an instrument on the path of courage, wisdom and love so when an introduction into the
mystery college of the Goddess. The reserve includes 60 articles given to the authors international
learners in 2001 and 2002 predicated on satsangs and the author's unique teaching called "THE
ROAD of Yoga exercises, Beauty & Delight". Nataraj will that in a brilliant and unheard of way.
These texts do not only spread information, but have become much expanding the consciousness
of the reader. Following the initiations in Tantra and Sri Vidya that he received, Ralph 'channelled'
several excellent revelations in tantric theology and mysticism. Primary He developed his own style
and a unique teaching that is universal in character and he phone calls it 'The Route of Yoga
exercises, Beauty & Delight'.
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And in the long run he gets 5 celebrities. This is maybe the most unusual book I have ever read.
Sixty webpages into it I wanted to create about how I regretted buying the publication and regretted
reading it.Himalayan Mysticism is not just another publication. Highly auspicious. Another sixty pages
were everywhere. I was determined in those days to write a scathing editorial on the author and the
publication. It was going to have plenty of criticism, explain his wrong beliefs, incorrect opinions, and
question his morality and his spirituality. Kashmir Shaivism is definitely a non-dual philosophy. And I
cannot condemn anyone, no matter what they say or compose. This is actually the light that the
disciple prefers on the fake light of glamour and glitter. . You've done lots of ploughing. considering
he isn't much different from me. What a gas. It can't be gained by study. Or maybe there is. Maybe
nothing is profound. Or maybe everything is.. Maybe he's. Would it end up being so bad in case
you are nuts .But i coudnt expect this before that point. . . It's the Path of Yoga exercises, Beauty
and Delight! So, initially I didn't wish to give him a good 1 star rating.Just what a book ! In a unique
and unprecedented way. And perhaps, just maybe, I acquired it. I am still so thirsty .. very
enlightening What an interesting way of putting the unknown in phrases, i really linked to the
philosophy of Advaita instantly Embrace the Paradox and Dance to the Winesong of the Beloved!
"Do not think about what you currently carry in your hands as a publication." Thus begins the
Launch to Himalayan Mysticism. The author appeared to have a severe character disorder and
was throwing out all sorts of gibberish. There's turya. A book speaks to your brain; Shiva's disc
cuts through your brain for Shiva to go up from your own Heart.People speak of liberation,
enlightenment, self-realisation, moksha, salvation, but hardly any know what it means or what it
entails. We want liberation, and we also wish comfort on the path to liberation.. It is freedom from
your brain that wants convenience. The yearning. Himalayan Mysticism does not speak to your
mind; This is actually the dangerous life. Mistake it not! That is Shiva dance to wake his Personal up
in you. It really is about surrendering and awakening. Ralph writes:"You need to be willing to become
grinded down. You may also fight. Lovemaking is not only tender or aloof. it confronts your brain
and shakes it up. Tantra is walking the razor's advantage. I thought the author was nuts for a few
of the items he stated. But liberation is by no means comfortable.""The mind makes many
movements. It makes all movements except one that would liberate you. The Goddess of the three
metropolitan areas.. Also the celestial beings possess a beginning and so are thus not the Supreme
Actuality Itself, which is without starting and end. .. I can only do this because he reminds me so
much of myself. That is the island where this ship is normally heading. In a manner that only a
Grasp can. Inviting us to embrace the paradox. I can do no better here than to present some
sparks from the Disc:"Supreme Reality cannot be grasped by the mind. Pratyabhijna is the
quintessence of non-dual Kashmir Shaivism. And what must happen for the velocity of the disc to
increase? You must lose your mind and Reality experiences Fact in or 'through' your nervous
system and that is what you are created for. But that is Kali Yuga and the darkness in us is very
dense. While you possess a body. This is actually the glorious opportunity you have. It is definitely a
great present. But I had produced a commitment to myself to finish the book, regardless of what.
Rest your weary mind.""In Tantra philosophy, we worship the Goddess. The Wisdom-Goddess. This
disciple is unwavering. Study is in the realm of your brain. It really is redemption. Wisdom is normally
priceless. It cannot be bought. No book can bestow it upon you. It isn't contained in education.
Maybe there aren't any answers to life's important questions. That fruit carries too heavy a price.
Person who approaches Tantra with his mind, may become a good student and even write books
about Tantra like so many did, but he or she will not know very well what it is certainly to be
always a devotee. Only a grasp holds the key that is essential to go deeper within. A disciple
understands the theory of letting go. She is willing to surrender. To bear reduction. A disciple is

ready to sacrifice her life. She welcomes the mystery and isn't looking to affirm the known. Kashmir
Saivism lucidity par excellence Om Namo Namah!""A disciple sets out to enter a romantic
relationship in the center. A disciple is ready to go with the stream. To surrender to the Almighty.
Allow Thy Will BE ACHIEVED! Weaving. As always i bow to Your Shining Presence. The fire that
eats and devours precisely what is offered into it. The fire of consciousness. The result of the
resistance is freedom from slavery and oppression. This two-fold Way shows up also in China as
the Tao of the Confucius and the Tao of LaoTze. That provides rise to the longing. A reserve that
speaks to your mind how to attain liberation provides missed the tag. She drags herself to the
Divine Tavern where in fact the innkeeper might pour her a drink. A drink of illumination. I've gone
from condemning the author, the book, his life style, his particular make of foreign spirituality to . Our
hero isn't the successful one. She has discovered the perfect relationship. A relationship of
unbounded joy and ecstasy.. Regardless of what mask I use. She usually recognises me.I have one
issue though .""Tantra is about waking up from your own sleep. It really is about self-remembering.
Your brain is never able to knowledge something as profound, huge, mysterious, vast, deep, and
paradoxical because the Supreme Reality which is One. It really is about the transfiguring of
everything to Light... And then I browse the last sixty webpages. The guru and the disciple certainly
are a sort of polarity. As I wrote before, the disciple is the starting and the guru is the end. There is
absolutely no morality here, only the super-morality of surrendering to the caress of Goddess
Kali.""An experiencer is going through.""Through a get better at happens mastering.""Mastery may be
the full blossoming of most our bodies. It's the checking of the rose. The rise of Ma Kundalini. The
piercing of the chakras and the knot. It really is unleashing the celebrity that you are! It really is
about reaching for the stars and beyond. It really is spreading. Growing. That is clearly a beautiful
mantra. Mastery is the procedure of Grace. The boon of the Goddess is usually wisdom. The
disciple longs to ignite that fire in her center. And all the small portals among. The Left-Handed path
is not about sex and having multiple orgasms, though additionally it is about sex and orgasms since
it is about precisely what is.. Give all that belongs to the small specific self into the large blazing fire
of homa (spiritual fire). Ralph says that the right way may be the left way and the left way may be
the right method. Ralph seduces us to awaken here and right now in the region of the Holy Fire.
This is no kindergarten.""Feel the burning sensation of separation from the Beloved. The road of
works may be the moral method. It cleanses your brain and makes it real as light (chitta-shuddi)
and prepares the sadhaka for the road of renunciation. To end up being enlightened in the flesh. It
would consider many, many, lifetimes to cleanse the darkness that is within us. The Right-Handed
Way is of course a Long Way. and happily, blissfully nuts? This is a path of transgression.""A
thinker does thinking.. Allow sword fall where it wants to fall. It is a present from the Lady of the
Lake. It comprises the two great paths that in Hinduism are known as Pravritti Dharma, just how of
functions, and Nivritti Dharma, just how of renunciation.""We need to long for the sensation of the
chilly double-edged sword since it glides through our throat, chopping of 'our mind' (ego). We should
be willing to relinquish all ideas, projections, beliefs, versions and identifications. According to nondual Kashmir Shaivism, God shines atlanta divorce attorneys junction, but we usually do not tarry
here in our haste to follow shadows."This is not another weekend Tantra program. It is the rising of
Bhairava. Though Ralph's terms arrive to us clothed in modern language; though they arrive to us in
the midst of Internet emails and mobile phone communications, they bring with them the authentic
core of religious beliefs, the same ancient mystery that has time and again irrupted into the globe in
great occasions of human history. However the Order of the Holy Fire isn't for everyone. It is for the
vira that would dare to present his or her check out awaken to the Light that is shining in every
junction."Magical moments in our life are birth, orgasm and death."Ralph received Shaktipata,

esoteric initiation into Mastery, from the tradition of Left-Handed Vamacara Tantra. There are plenty
of them. From dreaming to deep sleep. From deep sleep again to waking.Om. A brief second when
there is absolutely no thinker but simply the watcher. It really is Shiva's disk. Liberate you from the
fake idea that you need to be liberated. In a totally unexpected way. To find the sacred and magic
formula country of Shagri-La. Wrapped in mystery. Only very few ships make it, as the water
around is governed by mighty storms. Those that like the sunlight had better go to one of the
tropical islands. When we go from waking to dreaming."Om Namah Shivaya Blow away of your
package of preconceived possibilities.. Many thanks, Ralph.. This book isn't for the faint of heart. It is
a brilliantly written piece that may awaken your spirit, will challenge your mind, will break you out of
unconsciousness.Ralph continues to amaze and delight me along with his candid spiritual
perspective. An enlightened Expert in his own correct, he writes never to become popular at all. Go
through this at your own risk, because you'll be delighted, and shocked, and then insulted, and
FREE.As simple simply because that."Ralph brings to us the Living Waters of Tantra from the living
tradition of non-dual Kashmir Shaivism.. lets dance with NATARAJ !!! Ralph's function is a shock a
glimp of truth there is no other method then to dance with It.You can not fool yourself anymore on
the moment you have danced with Nataraj.Have a look in this book its the grand entrance to.....
Come, my friend and drink even more of the wine. .and. I can no longer hide from the Beloved..You
dont wanna execute a whole lifetime about figgering it out carry out you?therefore accept this great
offer from an excellent being to obtain it clearlove& blessingsM Himalayan Mysticism I really like this
book as the teaching or insights are presented in bite sized nuggets. You can open the reserve
anywehre and read only a web page or two to initiate a meditation or contemplation. Sometimes
the gain comes with the loss. THEREFORE I choose to dress up and prepare myself..We followed
Nataraj for quite a while now."We have to not hesitate to use the sword.What is "Shiva's disc"? Just
Shiva is the real observer, just as Shakti may be the only 'experiencer'. Not even myself...Can i ask
a third query? The intervals between our thoughts. A disciple is preparing to sacrifice her very own
desires and attachments to the fire.
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